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I. AGN ionised outflows from X-ray absorption lines 

Outflowing winds, launched from the accretion disk, provide the most promising mechanism for driving AGN 
feedback.

These winds deposit enormous amounts of energy out of the galaxy.

The energy is larger then the binding energy of the galaxy, capable for driving feedback (Fabian 2012).

Winds are accelerated by radiation pressure and magnetic fields reaching 0.2-0.3 c (e.g. Pounds et al. 2003, 
King 2003).

There are two modes of feedback, radiative (winds) and kinetic (jets).

This shuts off star formation and cuts off fuel for further AGN accretion. 

Image credit: S.M. McGraw 
http://www.phy.ohio.edu/~mcgraw/Research.html



AGN Outflows 
Winds - Feedback – UFOs – absorption lines – partial covering  

X-rays are being absorbed by outflowing winds that crosses our line of sight to the central X-ray
source.

This leads to atomic absorption lines in AGN spectra as signatures of outflowing winds.

Absorption lines at energies between 8-9 keV are explained by blueshifted
H-like (6.7 keV)  and He-like (6.97 keV) lines (Chartas 2002, Pounds 2003, Reeves 2003, discovery
papers).

This requires outflowing wind velocities of 0.2-0.3 c.

H-He-like 
absorption

Fe K line



AGN Outflows 
Winds - Feedback – UFOs – absorption lines – partial covering  

Some UFO detections that are beyond question, 

- because of the detection of multiple absorption lines from several different elements with the 
same velocity, e.g. PG 1211+143 Pounds (2003)

- because the same absorption feature is found from multiple instruments, e.g. PDS 456: 
Reeves (2018)

- because break-through observations of IRAS 13224-3809 have been performed with the 
longest uninterrupted  X-ray observing campaign for a single AGN ever taken (Parker 2017)



AGN Outflows 
Winds - Feedback – UFOs – absorption lines – partial covering  
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AGN Outflows 
Winds - Feedback – UFOs – absorption lines – partial covering  

multiple absorption lines from different elements, all blue-shifted by a velocity of 0.23c 

over-ionisation in high flux state

low-ionisation degree in low flux state
wind detectable

v = 0.23 c

IRAS 13224-3809
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II. Ionised outflows and ultra-soft X-ray variability



Extreme amplitude variability

Extreme ultra-soft variability

Physical model

Discovery of ultra-soft X-ray variability in an eROSITA observation of  1H 0707−495

Th. Boller, T. Liu,  P. Weber, R. Arcodia, T. Dauser, J. Wilms, K. Nandra, J. Buchner,  A. Merloni, M.J. Freyberg, M. Krumpe,  S. G. H. Waddell
Astronomy and Astrophysics, 2021



Extreme amplitude variability with a factor of 100 in just one day

9

1H 0707-495 showed a dramatic flux drop in about one day.

Such extreme ultra-soft and large-amplitude flux variability in active galactic nuclei has not been 
detected with other X-ray observations so far. 



Exteme ultra-soft variability

10

eROSITA light curve in four energy bands. 

The energy band up to only 0.8 keV is 
dominating the amplitude variability. 

Absence of such variations in above 0.8 keV. 

The Normalized Excess Variance (NEV) 
spectra confirm the ultra-soft variability 
below 0.8 keV.



Ionized outflowing absorbers are more transparent in the soft X-rays than neutral absorbers 
and thus show leakage effects in the soft X-rays, explaining the ultra-soft light curve

Physical Model 

Ionized outflowing clumpy winds



III. Ionised outflows from NLS1 studies with eROSITA in SDSS DR12



The first look at narrow-line Seyfert 1 galaxies with eROSITA
Th. Boller, G. Grünwald S. Rakshit et al. 
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21.000 NLS1 identifications from SDSS DR12, DR14 QSO catalogues (Rakshit 2017, 20, 21)

The largest sample of spectroscopically confirmed NLS1s to date.



DR12 NLS1s cross-match with eRASS1

2142 NLS1s from:     DR12 NLS1 catalogue

861 NLS1s from:     DR14 QSO catalogue

82 NLS1s from:      high-redshift catalogue

2530 NLS1s to study NLS1 physics



SDSS DR12 eRASS1 Spectral Analysis  
steep photon index distribution as expected

1. Detection of an ultra-soft X-ray photon index tail with values between 4 and 10 



10 per cent of the sample in the super soft tail

150 Objects with G between 10 and 4 



Photon Index = 6.54.5
9.1

Powerlaw Norm = (7 +- 3) e-05

NH_FIT = (0.16 +- 0.09) e+22

NH_GAL = 0.024 e+22

Source over bkg 1.3 keV

CTS_0 = 61.1

2MASSI J0904232+400704 (Sy1)

2RXS

HR1 (ROSAT) = -0.638 +-0.095

Objects with unphysically high photon indices
but even more ultrasoft 30 yrs ago in ROSAT

http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/sim-id?Ident=%40598432&Name=2MASSI%20J0904232%2b400704&submit=submit


Ultra-soft ROSAT band 
0.1-0.4 keV

Soft ROSAT band
0.5-0.9 keV

Medium ROSAT band
0.9-2.0 keV

Object with unphysically high photon index
but even more ultrasoft 30 yrs ago in ROSAT

Freyberg 2RXS-MPE-MJF-TN005
2RXS Boller, Freyberg et al.



Objects with unphysically high photon indices

G = 7.45.8
10.6 G = 8.54.8

10.6

G = 6.44.1
10.6

G = 7.14.5
10.9





Photoionized wind outflow, partial covering, absorption, and powerlaw

Supersoft tail cannot be explained by standard comptionization models

Outflowing winds imprint additional absorption features at 1 keV, resulting into
photon indices between 4 and 10



Combining X-ray spectral analysis with large scale optical outflow indicators [O III] and 
Hb



Correlations photon index and accretion rate parameters probing
outflows at the gravitational radius scale

strong correlations between

- the soft X-ray photon index with
- the Eddington rate, 
- the Fe II strength, 

probing outflow at the gravitational radius scale



Strong correlations between

- outflow velocity and v- dispersion

- G outflow velocity

- G and line assymetry AI

Ionized winds launched from the
accretion disc provides the best
physical driver for outflows from
the gravitational radius
up to the kpc-scale

outflow

We demonstrate that the soft-X-ray photon index correlates with the large-scale [O III] 
and Hb outflow



Outflow energetics

Mass outflow up to 100 Msun per year

Energy injection rate  up to 1042 erg/s

Momentum flux up to 1035 dyne

AGN feeding and AGN feedback work together 
to self-regulate the black hole growth and galaxy evolution 



The first look at narrow-line Seyfert 1 galaxies with eROSITA - Summary
G. Grünwald, Th. Boller, S. Rakshit, J. Buchner, T. Dauser, M. Freyberg, T. Liu, M. Salvato, A. Schichtel

accepted for publication in the 4. Extragalactic astronomy section of A&A on Nov 9, 2022

1. Detection of an ultra-soft X-ray photon index tail with values between 4 and 10 

2. We demonstrate that the soft-X-ray photon index correlates with the large-scale [O III] and Hb outflow

Ionised outflows from the gravitational radius up to the kpc-scale provide the best physical explanation


